The Art of Transcendence
I am here, but where am I? Am I here or there or could I possibly be everywhere.
Feel Us for We are here with you Now and Forever. No thought. No resistance. Feel deeply. Accept
and Allow. Know it to be and it shall be. Let the sands of time speak forth of what brought you here in
this life time expression. Allow your “future” to unfold, but as it does allow yourself to remember what
was discussed in the Cave of Creation. Don’t try to remember. Simply open up your heart wide and it
will come pouring into you. We were there with each and every one of you, each time you decided to
come forth in human form.
We know that you have come forth in this life time expression to be a Wayshower and We honour you
for that. When you come to the place where Divinity shall shine through you without obstruction, you
will know that you may be in this world, but you will finally realize you are not necessarily of this world.
You will then know there is no need to try or push or struggle. For finally the deep Knowing of Who
You Truly Are will come forth in all its glory.
Know it to be so and it will be so. There is no need to struggle, to push, or even to try. Simply
surrender—but this time learn the art of Absolute Surrender. Quiet the mind. Release the resistance
that is felt within your body. Know the Truth so you may become the Truth.
Simply accept what is, so you may move onward, truly knowing why you came forth in this time. And
when it comes, allow it to do so, but if it does not come forth, allow that as well. Honour what you feel,
always. Do not deny it no matter how it feels. For your feelings are Truth.
Allow the feelings to always move through you. Do not deny how you feel for when you do, you deny
Us. Learn to become comfortable with the lower and slower feelings, the unpleasant ones, for then
and only then will you learn the Art of Transcendence.
Move above the human life that you are in. Move above all, so you may transcend to a greater realm.
Move to above while observing below. All Is, but you can choose where you wish to be, only when
you learn the Art of Transcendence. Live in the knowing and you can consciously create your reality.
We are here for you anytime you wish to converse with Us. Simply enter a state of stillness and
peace and We shall appear. Our love for you is everlasting and unconditional.

